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Introduction: Melilite is a major mineral in Ca-Al-rich inclusion (CAI), which was condensed from a 

high-temperature gas of solar composition or crystallized from a once molten melt [1, 2]. Melilite is a solid 

solution of two endmembers, gehlenite (Ca2Al2SiO7) and åkermanite (Ca2MgSi2O7), which make it an ideal 

object for studying the condensation and evaporation (O, Mg, and Si), irradiation (Li-Be-B), and 

crystallization processes happened in the early solar system [3, 4, 5]. To elucidate the abundant information 

carried by melilite, the existing melilite glasses standards and two endmember crystal standards can no 

longer meet the requirement of high-precision isotopic analyses using Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry 

(SIMS) [6]. Thus, a series of melilite crystals standards are urgent demanded to fully correct the 

Instrumental Mass Fractionation (IMF) effect of SIMS.  

Methods and Results: The starting materials of different melilite compositions were prepared by different 

methonds. The endmember composition gehlenite (Åk0) was prepared by mixing chemical regnant of 

Ca(OH)2, Al(OH)3, Mg(OH)2, and SiO2 in stoichiometry using a high-speed grinder (~3000 rpm for 2-3 

hours). 0.3mm ZrO2 was used as grinding balls and ZrO2 or PTFE were used as grinding linings. The other 

endmember composition åkermanite (Åk100) was simply prepared by grinding the commercial available 

powders. The intermediate compositions (Åk10, Åk50, Åk72) got by mixing the pre-synthesized gehlenite and 

åkermanite crystals. The starting materials were dihydroxylation (600-700℃, overnight) in a oven and then 

loaded into a piston cylinder (Mavo Press LPC 250) apparatus running at 1100-1400℃, 0.5 GPa for 24 

hours to synthesis crystals. The running products were analyzed using Scanning Electron Microscopy 

(SEM), Electron Probe Micro-Analyzer (EPMA), Raman Spectroscopy, and SIMS at IGGCAS, to check 

their crystallinities, chemical and isotopic (oxygen) homogeneities, and their potential as SIMS standards.  

Follow the procedures described above, nearly pure melilite crystals with all compositions (Åk0, Åk10, Åk50, 

Åk72 and Åk100) were successfully synthesized. However, nm-sized ZrO2 particles and PTEE material were 

unavoidably mixed into the starting materials during the high-speed grinding, resulting in a rare abundance 

(< 5 vol%) of Zr-F-bearing phase existed among the melilite crystals.  

Raman spectroscopies of the running products were similar to those of the natural melilite (same shape but 

slightly different peaks of Raman shift), suggesting that they are melilite crystals. Chemical compositions 

of the synthesized melilite crystals (Åk0, Åk10, Åk50, Åk72, Åk100) are relatively homogeneous with 1sd < 

1.5%. Oxygen isotopic compositions (δ18O) of these melilite crystals are homogeneous with 2sd < 0.5‰. 

The measured δ18O values of the melilite crystals with different compositions are positively correlated with 

their Åk contents, with a regression line of δ18O=0.0634×Åk+21.684 (R2=0.86). The real δ18O values of the 

melilite crystals will be measured by gas-phase mass spectrometry at IGGCAS. The correlation between 

the Åk contents and the IMF values of melilite crystals will be given at the conference.  
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